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Solomonoff, Gold, Blum, and others have developed formal mathematical 
models with a high degree of generality for "deterministic" inductive in- 
ference, i.e., inference where what is being sought is some infallible "law of 
nature" which we can represent by a recursive function. This:paper develops 
a model of similar generality for "nondeterministic" inductive inference in 
which we do not assume that the sequence to which we apply our induction 
must be recursive but only that it possesses some kind of structure (i.e., is not 
Martin-L6f random). 
This paper extends the recursion-theoretic approach to inductive inference 
developed by Solomonoff (1964), Gold (1967), Bardzin and Freivald (1972), 
Kugel (1973), and Blum and Blum (1975) to cover the extrapolation of non- 
recursive series (i.e., those which contain a genuinely "random" element). An 
algorithm is given which can be adapted to provide an optimal estimator for the 
probability of future events by applying the notion of a probability estimator as 
a recursive approximation to a nonrecursive sequence of O's and l's. 
There are many algorithms currently in use for predicting nondeterministic 
(nonrecursive) time series with particular types of structure (for example, the 
Wiener and Box-Jenkins methods for stationary stochastic processes). To date, 
however, no algorithm seems to have been devised which is general in the sense 
that it does not presume a particular type of structure for the series but can 
take advantage of whatever structure the series may happen to exhibit. Consider, 
for instance, the series whose ith term is equal to the ith digit of Tr with probability 
and is equal to the ith digit of e with probability ~ .  None of the commonly 
used inference algorithms will achieve a success rate greater than ~ on a series 
such as this (or, for example, the series whose ith term is equal to the sum of the 
divisors of i with probability ~o and 0 otherwise). Nevertheless such series do 
have "structure" which an inference algorithm should in principle be capable 
of discovering. 
In developing such an algorithm it seems natural to follow the general design 
of inductive algorithms for recursive series, which operate ssentially by taking 
some r.e. subset ~ of the total recursive functions with members {4i, i ~ N} 
and trying the q~i out one by one until one of them works. There are, however, 
three difficulties which mean that this design has to be substantially modified 
before it can be applied to nonrecursive series, namely: 
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(1) In the recursive case one is looking for total predictive accuracy, and 
so a function which fails once need not be considered again. In the nonrecursive 
case, however, even the best algorithm will make some mistakes and it is quite 
possible that we may happen to examine it when it is going through a "bad 
patch." It follows from this that no q~i can ever be definitely ruled out of con- 
sideration. 
(2) There may not be a unique best ~i but only, for example, a succession 
of predictors ~il, q~q, ~i, .... each better than the one before. 
(3) At any given time one has no idea what the best attainable success 
rate actually is and so no idea whether one is doing well or badly. 
These considerations lead us naturally to the following theorems and the 
associated constructions, in which for convenience we shall write "C( f l ,  f~, t)" 
for the number of their first t values on which f l  andf~ agree, i.e., c((~-: r ~N,  
~" ~ t,fl(*) = f2(~-))). Theorem 1 asserts the existence ofa "satisficing" algorithm 
which will achieve a given success rate if at all possible but will not, as it were, 
exert itself to overfulfill the target, thus getting round difficulty (3) above. 
THEOI~EM 1. Let q~ be an r.e. subset of the total recursive functions with the 
"hindsight property" that any n-tuple of integers forms the first n values of at least 
one (~i ~ q~, and let x(t) be any nonrecursive function. Then for any p between 0 
and 1 we can construct an algorithm M,(t )  such that i f  there exists a ¢i ~ q) for 
which lim inft_~(C(x, (~i , t) - -  p ' t )  exists and is finite, then lim inft~(C(x,  m~ , 
t) - -  p ' t )  is also finite, where m~ is the function evaluated by M~ . 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of the Extrapolation Theorem. Consider 
the following program for M~(t): 
1. t=a=b=c=l .  
2. m~(t) = Ca(t). 
3. If (C(x, ¢a , t) - -  p*t + b) ~ 0 then 7. 
4. I fa¢cthen6.  
5. c=c+l ;a -~ l ;goto7 .  
6. a - - - -a+l ;b - - - -b+l .  
7. t ---~ t + l; go to 2. 
It is easy to verify that (a) m~ is recursive in x in such a manner that m~(t) 
depends only on x(1), x(2), x(3),..., x(t --  1), and (b) if there exists a $i with the 
required property then control passes at most finitely often through statement 4, 
for otherwise it would happen sooner or later that a ~ i, b z tim inf,~(C(x, 
6, i , t) - -p ' t ) ,  and then control would never pass through statement 4 again. 
Thus it follows that this algorithm has the required property. | 
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Theorem 2 asserts the existence of an "optimizing" algorithm and the con- 
struction is accordingly more complicated. 
TrlEOmSM 2. For any e > 0 we can construct an algorithm M~(t) such that 
for all (~i ~ 4, 
lim_ inf(e(x, m~ , t)/t) ~ lim(C(x, (~i, t)/t) - e, 
where m, is the function evaluated by ME, provided that lim~o~ (C(x, (~, t)/t) is 
defined. 
Proof. The following is a program for M,: 
1. a=b=t~=l ; t=O.  
2. t=t+l .  
3. mXt) = ~( t ) .  
4. If (C(x, (~ , t~)/t~ -- C(x, q~ , t)/t -- e/2 a+~) < 0 and t~/t > ~/2 then 2. 
5. I fa=bthen7.  
6. b=b+ l ;a=O.  
7. a=a+ l. 
8. If C(x, ~ , t) ~ C(x, m~ , t) then 5. 
9. t = t~; go to 2. 
In words: M~ checks through the functions ~i in the order i = 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 
1, 2, 3, 4 .... I f  the current success rate of ~i is less than that of m~ it is skipped 
over; otherwise m~ is identified with q~i for the duration of a "run." A run 
continues until either 
(a) the success rate C(x, ~i, t)/t of ~i has dropped by e/2 i+1 in the course 
of  a run ,  or  
(b) the run has lasted from time t 1 to time t~, where tilt 2 <~ E/2. 
We shall call a run terminated under (a) a short run and one terminated under 
(b) a long run. Now if the function ¢~ receives infinitely many short runs, then 
(lira sup C(x, ( i  , t)/t -- limt~inf C(x, (~, t)/t) >1 ~/2 i+1, 
and so lim,o~o C(x, ¢i ,  t)/t must be undefined. 
Conversely, if the limit is defined then there must be some T after which 
the function ¢i either gets long runs or is skipped altogether. Let t 1 , t 2 , t 8 ... 
be the times after T when either ¢i was skipped or a long run of ¢i came to an 
end. Then at all times t~ we have 
C(x, me, t31t~ >~ C(x, ¢~ , tj)/tj - ~/2. 
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At the beginning of a run of Sk the success rate of~b k must equal or exceed that 
of m,,  and hence during such a run the success rate of m~ cannot fall by more 
than that of 6~, which itself cannot fall by more than e/2 ~+1. Since between tj and 
tj+l no ~k is given more than one run, we have 
C(x, m~ , t)/t >~ C(x, m~ , t3/tj - ~ ~/a ~+1, =C(x,  m~, tj)/tj - ~/2, 
i=I 
for all t between t~. and tj+ 1 . Theorem 2 can now- be obtained immediately by 
combining the last two results and passing to the limit. | 
APPLICATIONS 
Decision Making in Nonrecursive Environments 
People who ask for predictions are usually interested not so much in the 
prediction itself as in some decision which they hope the prediction will enable 
them to make (which horse to bet on, whether to carry a raincoat, etc.). The 
algorithms given above are easily modified to accommodate hem by maximizing 
utility directly. To do so we simply redefine C(x,f, t) as E,<, U(X(z),f(T)), 
where u(i, j) is the joint utility of decisionj and outcome i, assumed to be bounded 
and hence without loss of generality taking values on [0, 1]. It is easy to check 
that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 carry through and hence that they suffice 
to define, respectively, "satisficing" and optimizing decision-making algorithms. 
Estimating Probabilities of Future Events 
Traditional decision theory works by combining some probability estimates 
with a utility function to obtain a decision with maximum expected utility. It  is, 
however, also possible to work this argument "backwards" by using an optimal 
decision-making algorithm to derive probability estimates, and this is what we 
shall do below. We shall consider for simplicity a nonrecursive sequence x(t) 
taking the value 1 or 0 according as to whether a certain event does or does not 
occur at time t. What we shall try to produce is a good recursive estimator for 
pr(x(t) = 1). (The best estimator is of course x(t) but this is nonrecursive.) 
To do this we shall redefine ~b as an r.e. class of total recursive functions from 
the integers to the rationals rather than from the integers to the integers, and 
we shall define the function u(i, j) mentioned above as i * j -  j~/2. We shall also 
define a Euclidean pseudometric on the space {f : N ~ R} of functions from 
the integers to the reals by 
d2(f, g) = lira sup ~ (f(t) -- g(t))$/n. 
~co 2=1 
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This pseudometric can be used to give a pseudo-vector-space structure over 
the rationals to both {f : N -~ R} and q) provided that # is closed under addition 
and multiplication by rationals, and thus our task can be viewed intuitively as 
that of finding an orthogonal projection of the function x onto the linear subspace 
defined by q~. 
THEOREM 3. Consider the function m,/2 with u(i , j)  defined as above. Then 
for a l l4, for  which limn~o C(x, (~, , n)/n is defined, 
and 
Proof. 
d~(x, m~/~) <~ d~(x, ~,) + ~. 
We can rewrite u(i, j)  = i * j - - j~ /2  as 2u(i, j) -~ i s - -  (i _ j )2 .  Since 
d2(x, f )  = lim sup n -~ ~ (x(t) --  f ( t ) )  2 
(x(t) - -  f ( t ) )  2 = x(t) 2 - -  2u(x(t), f ( t ) ) ,  
d~(x, f )  = lim sup n -1 x(t) 2 - -  2C(x, f ,  n) . 
Now for all (~i for which l im~o C(x, (~,  n)/n is defined, 
lim inf C(x, m~/e, n)/n >/ lim C(x, ~i , n)/n - -  ~/2, 
n~Qo n~co 
and hence for all such ~i,  
d~(x, m~l~) = lim sup n -1 x(t) ~ - -  2C(x, m,12, n 
n.~ oo 
<~ d2(x, 0) - -  2 lim inf C(x, m,/2, n)/n 
<~ d2(x, 0) - -  2 lira C(x, m,/2, n) + E 
= as( x, 43 + ,. I 
THEOREM 4. I f  there is an optimal predictor rr which is a limit point of 
{%hi: lim,_~o~ C(x, ~i , n)/n is defined}, then 
d(•, m~,/~) <. ~. 
Proof. This follows from the identity 
d2(f l ,  Af2 +/~f3) = Ad2(f~ , fz) + Ixd~'(fl , f3) - -  AIxd~(f2, f~), 
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for all ~, b~ >~ 0, ~. + ~ = t. This implies 
d2(x, Air @ izm&2) ~ dZ(x, lr) q- tzE 2 - -  Alxd2(~r, m,2/2), 
by the limit point property of rr. Since ~r is as close as possible to x, d2(x, Art + 
t*m~2/2) - -  d2(x, ~) ~ O. Hence txe 2 -- Alxde(rr, m~2/2) ~ 0 for all A, t* ) 0, 
A -{- t* = t, and thus d(rr, m~/~) ~ e. | 
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